WP1 – MR Guided HIFU and interventional imaging

MRGHIFU: Methodological developments for preclinical & clinical applications of MR guided HIFU

Detection of Brain Tumors and Systemic Metastases Using NanoLuc and Fluc for Dual Reporter Imaging. 

Improved Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Thermometry and Dosimetry for Monitoring Lesion Formation During Catheter Ablation. 
V Ozenne, S Toupin, P Bour, B Denis de Senneville, M Lepetit-Coiffe, M Boissenin, J Benois-Pineau, M Hansen, S Inati, A Govari, P Jais, and B Guesson, Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, Jan 2016

Non-invasive cardiac pacing with image-guided focused ultrasound. 
Fabrice Marquet, Pierre Bour, Fanny Vaillant, Sana Amraoui, Rémi Dubois, Philippe Ritter, Michel Haissaguerre, Mélèze Hocini, Olivier Bernus & Bruno Guesson, Nature Scientific Reports, Oct 16

Combination of principal component analysis and optical-flow motion compensation for improved cardiac MR thermometry. 
S Toupin, B Denis de Senneville, V Ozenne, P Bour, M Lepetit-Coiffe, M Boissenin, P Jais and B Guesson, Physics in Medicine & Biology, Jan 2017

Feasibility of real-time MR thermal dose mapping for predicting radiofrequency ablation outcome in the myocardium in vivo. 
S Toupin, P Bour, M Lepetit-Coiffé, V Ozenne, B Denis de Senneville, R Schneider, A Vaussy, A Chaumeil, H Cochet, F Sacher, P Jais, and B Guesson, Journal of Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance, Feb 2017

Impact of surface grafting density of PEG macromolecules on dually fluorescent silica nanoparticles used for the in vivo imaging of subcutaneous tumors. 
L Adumeau, C Genevois, L Roudier, C Schatz, F Couillaud, S Mornet, BBA – General Subjects, Feb 2017

Real-Time Monitoring of Tissue Displacement and Temperature Changes during MR-Guided High Intensity Focused Ultrasound. 
Pierre Bour, Fabrice Marquet, Valery Ozenne, Solenn Toupin, Erik Dumont, Jean-Francois Aubry, Matthieu Lepetit-Coiffe, and Bruno Guesson, Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, Jan 2017

Imaging of conditional gene silencing in vivo using a bioluminescence–based method with thermo-inducible microRNAs. 
K Pinel, C Genevois, C Debeissat, F Couillaud, Nature Scientific Reports 2018; 8:4694

MR-ARFI-based method for the quantitative measurement of tissue elasticity: application for monitoring HIFU therapy. 

WP2 – New sequence and new contrast

- **HRDTI: High Resolution DTI method**

Collaborative patch-based super-resolution for diffusion-weighted images.

Diffusion weighted image denoising using overcomplete local PCA.

Anatomically Constrained Weak Classier Fusion for Early Detection of Alzheimer’s Disease.

Optimized PatchMatch for Near Real Time and Accurate Label Fusion.

An Optimized PatchMatch for Multi-scale and Multi-feature Label Fusion.

Detection of Alzheimer’s Disease Signature in MR Images Seven Years Before Conversion to Dementia: Toward an Early Individual Prognosis.

MRI Noise Estimation and Denoising Using Non-local PCA.

NABS: Non-local Automatic Brain Hemisphere Segmentation.

Non-local means inpainting of MS lesions in longitudinal image processing.

Rotation-invariant multi-contrast non-local means for MS lesion segmentation.

Automatic thalamus and hippocampus segmentation from MP2RAGE: comparison of publicly available methods and implications for DTI quantification.

Fasudil treatment in adult reverses behavioural changes and brain ventricular enlargement in Oligophrenin-1 mouse model of intellectual disability.

trail.labex.u-bordeaux.fr
Non Local Spatial and Angular Matching: Enabling higher spatial resolution diffusion MRI datasets through adaptive denoising.
Samuel St-Jean, Pierrick Coupé, Maxime Descoteaux, Medical Image Analysis, March 2016

VolBrain: An Online MRI Brain Volumetry System.
José V. Manjón and Pierrick Coupé, Frontiers in Neuroinformatics, July 2016

CERES: A new cerebellum lobule segmentation method.
Jose Romero, Pierrick Coupe, Remi Giraud, Vinh-Thong Ta, Vladimir Fonov, Min Tae Park, Mallar Chakravarty, Aristotle Voineskos, Jose Manjon, Neuroimage, Jan 2017

HIPS: A new hippocampus subfield segmentation method.
Jose E. Romero, Pierrick Coupe, Jose V. Manjon, Neuroimage, Nov 2017

Towards a Unified Analysis of Brain Maturation and Aging across the Entire Lifespan: A MRI Analysis.
Pierrick Coupé, Gwenaelle Catheline, Enrique Lanuza, and José Vicente Manjón, Human Brain Mapping, 2017

SuperPatchMatch: An Algorithm for Robust Correspondences Using Superpixel Patches.
Rémi Giraud, Vinh-Thong Ta, Aurélie Bugeau, Pierrick Coupé, and Nicolas Papadakis, IEEE, july 2017

MRI white matter lesion segmentation using an ensemble of neural networks and overcomplete patch-based voting.
José Manjón, Pierrick Coupé, Parnesh Raniga, Ying Xia, Patricia Desmond, Jurgen Fripp, Olivier Salvado.
Computerized Medical Imaging and Graphics, Volume 69, November 2018, pp 43–51

MDMRI: Methodological Developments in High Spatial/Angular-resolution DTI for ex-vivo validation of tractography

High-resolution 3D diffusion tensor MRI of anesthetized rhesus macaque brain at 3T.

NEWFISP: Improving MRI resolution to correctly MRI-diagnose cardiac pathologies and metastases

Self-gated bSSFP sequences to detect iron-labeled cancer cells and/or metastases in vivo in mouse liver at 7 Tesla.

Time-resolved TOF MR angiography in mice using a prospective 3D radial double golden angle approach.

Fast and robust 3D T1 mapping using spiral encoding and steady RF excitation at 7T: application to cardiac manganese enhanced MRI (MEMRI) in mice.


In vivo MEMRI characterization of brain metastases using a 3D LookLocker T1-mapping sequence. Charles R. Castets, Néha Koonjoo, Andreea Hertanu, Pierre Voisin, Jean-Michel Franconi, Sylvain Miraux & Emeline J. Ribot, Nature Scientific Reports, Jan 2017

WHOBOMP2RAGE: Whole body ultra-fast 3D T1 mapping with non-cartesian MP2RAGE sequences

Compressed-Sensing MP2RAGE sequence: Application to the detection of brain metastases in mice at 7T. A Trotier, S Rapacchi, T Faller, S Miraux, E Ribot, Magnetic Resonance in Medicine 2018
WP3 – Dynamic Nuclear Polarization

**ONCOFLUX: Metabolic flux MR imaging in tumors**

MR imaging, targeting and characterization of pulmonary fibrosis using intra-tracheal administration of gadolinium-based nanoparticles.

Nawal Tassali, Andrea Bianchi, François Lux, Gérard Raffard, Stéphane Sanchez, Olivier Tillement and Yannick Crémillieux, Contrast Media and Molecular Imaging, May 2016

In vivo online magnetic resonance quantification of absolute metabolite concentrations in microdialysate.

Stefan Glöggler, Silvia Rizzitelli, Noël Pinaud, Gérard Raffard, Vanessa Zhendre, Véronique Bouchaud, Stéphane Sanchez, Guillaume Radecki, Luisa Ciobanu, Alan Wong, Yannick Crémillieux, Nature Scientific Reports, Nov 2016

Online 1H-MRS measurements of time-varying lactate production in an animal model of glioma during administration of an anti-tumoral drug.

Yannick Crémillieux, Roberto Salvati, Ursule Dumont, Noël Pinaud, Véronique Bouchaud, Stéphane Sanchez, Stefan Glöggler, Alan Wong, NMR in Biomedicine, Oct 2017

**TRAILDNP: In vivo DNP in mice at 0.2T**

Overhauser-enhanced MRI of elastase activity from in vitro human neutrophil degranulation.


Alkoxyamines: toward a new family of theranostic agents against cancer.


In vivo Overhauser-enhanced MRI of proteolytic activity.


Enzymatically Shifting Nitroxides for EPR spectroscopy and Overhauser-Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging.


An elastase activity reporter for Electronic Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) and Overhauser-enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging (OMRI) as a lineshifting nitroxide.

**Fitting: 18F-Bioorthogonal probe for imaging traumatic brain injury glycol-biomarkers**

Aquaporins through the brain in health and disease: From water to gas movements. Friscourt F, Badaut J. J Neuro Res. Aug 2017

Fluorogenic Sydnone-Modified Coumarins Switched-On by Copper-Free Click Chemistry. Camille Favre and Frédéric Friscourt, Organic Letters, 2018, 20, 14, 4213-4217

WP4 – Tracers and contrast agents

**IMMELAPT: SPECT molecular imaging and optimized aptamers for tumor detection**

*Ex Vivo and In Vivo Imaging and Biodistribution of Aptamers Targeting the Human Matrix MetalloProtease-9 in Melanomas.*
David Kryza, Frédéric Debordeaux, Laurent Azéma, Aref Hassan, Olivier Paurelle, Jürgen Schulz, Catherine Savona-Baron, Elsa Charignon, Pauline Bonazza, Jacqueline Taleb, Philippe Fernandez, Marc Janier, Jean-Jacques Toumé, Plos ONe, Feb 2016

**NANOMULTIMAG: Smart multimodal nanoprobes for MRI/MPI/NIRF imaging with magneto/optical contrast agents for atheroma plaque targeting**

*Bright Electrogenerated Chemiluminescence of a Bis-Donor Quadrupolar Spirofluorene Dye and Its Nanoparticles.*
Haidong Li, Jonathan Daniel, Jean-Baptiste Verlhac, Mireille Blanchard-Desce, and Neso Sojic, Chemistry a European Journal, July 2016

*In vitro imaging of b-cells using fluorescent cubic bicontinuous liquid crystalline nanoparticles.*


**NEPMIP: NanoEmulsion Platform for Magnetic Particle Imaging**

*Data on atherosclerosis specific antibody conjugation to nanoemulsions.*

*Data on iron oxide core oil-in-water nanoemulsions for atherosclerosis imaging.*

*Iron oxide core oil-in-water nanoemulsion as tracer for atherosclerosis MPI and MRI imaging.*
PIAF: PET Imaging of Angiogenesis by 18F-RGD

$^{[18}F]$Si-RiboRGD: the winning combination. From the design and the synthesis to the imaging of αβ3 integrins in melanoma tumors.

Pd°-catalyzed methyl transfer on nucleosides and oligonucleotides envisaged as a PET tracer.
E. Fouquet et al. Molecules, 2013, 18, 13654–13665.

General Last-Step Labeling of Biomolecule-Based Substrates by $^{[12}C$, $^{[13}C$, and $^{[11}C$ Carbon Monoxide.

PRITOR: NeuroPeptide Receptors Imaging for TumOR Targeting

A phantom-based method to standardize dose-calibrators for new β+ emitters: $^{68}$Ga as demonstrative working example.

Targeting neuropeptides receptors for cancer imaging and therapy: Perspectives with bombesin, neurotensin and neuropeptide-Y receptors.

A new class of radiopeptides for PET imaging of neuromedin-β receptor: $^{68}$Ga-ranatensin analogs.

Comparison between Three Promising β-emitting Radionuclides, $^{(67)}$Cu, $^{(47)}$Sc and $^{(161)}$Tb, with Emphasis on Doses Delivered to Minimal Residual Disease.
Champion C, Quinto MA, Morgat C, Zanotti-Fregonara P, Hindié E. Theraonotics. 2016 Jun

Dose Deposits from $^{90}$Y, $^{177}$Lu, $^{111}$In, and $^{161}$Tb in Micrometastases of Various Sizes: Implications for Radiopharmaceutical Therapy.

Evaluation of $^{68}$Ga–DOTA–TOC PET/CT for the detection of duodenopancreatic neuroendocrine tumors in patients with MEN1.

Expression of Gastrin-Releasing Peptide Receptor in Breast Cancer and Its Association with Pathologic, Biologic, and Clinical Parameters: A Study of 1,432 Primary Tumors.
Clément Morgat, Gaétan MacGrogan, Véronique Brouste, Valérie Vélasco, Nicolas Sévenet, Hervé Bonnefoi, Philippe Fernandez, Marc Debled, and Elif Hindié, Journal of Nuclear Medicine, Oct 2017
text
## WP5 – Biological bioimaging markers

### BIOPSYPROSTAPROBE: Antibody-based fluorescence probe for biopsy guidance of prostate cancer

In vivo imaging of prostate cancer using an anti-PSMA scFv fragment as a probe.

Radiologic imaging of the renal parenchyma structure and function.

In Vivo Imaging of Local Gene Expression Induced by Magnetic Hyperthermia.
Olivier Sandre, Coralie Genevois, Eneko Garaio, Laurent Adumeau, Stéphane Mornet, and Franck Couillaud, Genes, Feb 2017

In vivo imaging of prostate cancer tumors and metastasis using non-specific fluorescent nanoparticles in mice.

### BRAIN–RESV: Neuroprotective effect of resveratrol in hypoxic ischemic rat pups: how supplementation of the pregnant female could impact brain lesion of the pups?

Consumption of Alcopops During Brain Maturation Period: Higher Impact of Fructose Than Ethanol on Brain Metabolism.

Insulin treatment partially prevents cognitive and hippocampal alterations as well as glucocorticoid dysregulation in early–onset insulin–deficient diabetic rats.

### GMCOG: Grey matters! Toward a better understanding of grey matter alteration and cognitive deficit associated with multiple sclerosis

In Vivo 7T MR Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping Reveals Opposite Susceptibility Contrast between Cortical and White Matter Lesions in Multiple Sclerosis.
X W. Bian, X E. Tranvinh, X T. Tourdias, X M. Han, X T. Liu, X Y. Wang, X B. Rutt, and X M.M. Zeineh, AJNR, 2016

Selective dentate gyrus disruption causes memory impairment at the early stage of experimental multiple sclerosis.

trail.labex.u-bordeaux.fr
Hippocampal microstructural damage correlates with memory impairment in clinically isolated syndrome suggestive of multiple sclerosis.

Microstructural analyses of the posterior cerebellar lobules in relapsing-onset multiple sclerosis and their implication in cognitive impairment.

Pattern separation performance is decreased in patients with early multiple sclerosis.

Deciphering the microstructure of hippocampal subfields with in vivo DTI and NODDI: Applications to experimental multiple sclerosis.

Regional hippocampal vulnerability in early multiple sclerosis: Dynamic pathological spreading from dentate gyrus to CA1.
Vincent Planche, Ismail Koubiyri, José E. Romero, José V. Manjón, Pierrick Coupé, Mathilde Deloire, Vincent Dousset, Bruno Brochet, Aurélie Ruet, Thomas Tourdias, Hum Brain Mapp 2018; 00:1-11

IBIONI: Imaging Biomarkers of experimental and clinical neuroinflammation

Neuroinflammatory imaging biomarkers: Relevance to Multiple Sclerosis and its therapy.

Information processing speed impairment and cerebellar dysfunction in relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis.

Optimization of Magnetization-Prepared 3-Dimensional Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery Imaging for Lesion Detection at 7 T.

Optimization of white matter nulled magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) imaging.

Visualization of intra-thalamic nuclei with optimized white-matter-nulled MPRAGE at 7T.

Multiple sclerosis lesions are better detected with 3D T1 gradient echo than with 2D T1 spin echo gadolinium enhanced imaging at 3 Tesla.
Stroke location is an independent predictor of cognitive outcome.
F. Munsch; S. Sagnier; J. Asselineau; A. Bigourdan; C.R. Guttmann; S. Debruxelles; M. Poli; P. Renou; P. Perez; V. Dousset; I Sibon; Thomas Tourdias. Stroke, Nov 2015

Cervical spinal cord DTI is improved by reduced-FOV with specific balance between numbers of diffusion gradient directions and numbers of averages.
A Crombé, N Alberti, B Hiba, V Dousset, T Tourdias, AJNR, May 2016

Early Fiber Number Ratio Is a Surrogate of Corticospinal Tract Integrity and Predicts Motor Recovery After Stroke.

Hippocampal microstructural damage and memory impairment in clinically isolated syndrome.
Planche V at al., MS journal, Oct 2016

**INNES: Investigation on Neuronal Energetic Substrate**

13C-NMR spectroscopy applications to brain energy metabolism.

Glucose and lactate metabolism in the awake and stimulated rat: a 13C-NMR study.

High-resolution NMR-based metabolic detection of microgram biopsies using a 1-mm HRμMAS prototype probe.
Yusuke Nishiyama, Yuki Endo, Takahiro Nemoto, Anne–Karine Bouzier-Sore and Alan Wong. Analyst, accepted 2015.

Rapid adaptation of rat brain and liver metabolism to a ketogenic diet: an integrated study using 1H- and 13C-NMR spectroscopy.

Uncertainties in pentose-phosphate pathway flux assessment underestimate its contribution to neuronal glucose consumption: relevance for neurodegeneration and aging.

Evaluation of a high-resolution micro-sized magic angle spinning (HRmMAS) probe for NMR-based metabolomic studies of nanoliter samples.
A neuronal MCT2 knockdown in the rat somatosensory cortex reduces both the NMR lactate signal and the BOLD response during whisker stimulation.


Current Technical Approaches to Brain Energy Metabolism.

AMPK activation caused by reduced liver lactate metabolism protects against hepatic steatosis in MCT1 haploinsufficient mice.
Lionel Carneiro, Mohamed Asrih, Cendrine Repond, Christine Sempoux, Jean-Christophe Stehle, Corinne Leloup, François R. Jornayvaz, Luc Pellerin, Molecular Metabolism 6 (2017) 1625–1633

Energy metabolism rewiring precedes UVB-induced primary skin tumor formation.

Functional Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy at 7T in the Rat Barrel Cortex During Whisker Activation.
J Blanc, H Roumes, L Mazuel, P Massot, G Raffard, M Biran, A–K Bouzier-Sore, JOVE

Neuroenergetics: Astrocytes Have a Sweet Spot for Glucose.
Luc Pellerin, Current Biology, 2018, Vol 28, Issue 21, 1258–1260

Neuroprotective effect of rLosac on supplement-deprived mouse cultured cortical neurons involves maintenance of monocarboxylate transporter MCT2 protein levels.

MIMATHUMAB: Molecular IMaging of ATHeroma with HUMan AntiBody

Nanoparticles functionalised with an anti-platelet human antibody for in vivo detection of atherosclerotic plaque by Magnetic Resonance Imaging.

A Recombinant Human Anti-platelet scFv Antibody Produced in Pichia pastoris for Atheroma Targeting.

Solid Lipid Nanoparticles for Image-Guided Therapy of Atherosclerosis.
PacBio sequencing and IMGT/HighV-QUEST analysis of full-length scFv from an in vivo selected phagedisplay combinatorial library.

An innovative flow cytometry method to screen human scFv-phages selected by in vivo phage-display in an animal model of atherosclerosis.

**SCICOG & REACTIV: Bio-imaging markers of tissue integrity, predictors of cognitive impairment in inflammatory demyelinating diseases**

Cognitive evaluation by tasks in a virtual reality environment in multiple sclerosis.


Cerebellar assessment in early MS.
Moroso A et al., Cerebellum journal, Oct 2016

Posterior lobules of the cerebellum and information processing speed at various stages of multiple sclerosis.
Moroso A et al., JNNP journal, Oct 2016

Differential Gray Matter Vulnerability in the 1 Year Following a Clinicaly Isolated Syndrome.

**STEAMRI: Whole lung oxygen-enhanced imaging in humans using MRI**

Allergic Bronchopulmonary Aspergillosis in Cystic Fibrosis: MR Imaging of Airway Mucus Contrasts as a Tool for Diagnosis.
G Dournes, P Berger, J Refait, J Macey, S Bui, L Delhaes, M Montaudon, O Corneloup, J-F Chateil, R Marthan, M Fayon, F Laurent, Thoracic Imaging, Apr 2017

MRI of the pulmonary parenchyma: Towards clinical applicability?
G. Dournes, J. Maceya, E. Blanchard, P. Bergera, F. Laurent, Pneumologie Clinique, Feb 2017

TRAIL Publications
(from 2011 to 2018)

TBI: Longterm neurovascular unit changes after mild traumatic brain injury: potential biomarker & Vasc-TBI

Chronic cerebrovascular dysfunction after traumatic brain injury.

Improved long-term outcome after transient cerebral ischemia in aquaporin-4 knockout mice.
Lorenz Hirt, Andrew M Fukuda, Kamalakar Ambadipudi, Faisal Rashid, Devin Binder, Alan Verkman, Stephen Ashwal, Andre Obenaus and Jerome Badaut, JCBFM, Jan 2016

Vascular impairment as a pathological mechanism underlying long-lasting cognitive dysfunction after pediatric traumatic brain injury.

Gliovascular changes precede white matter damage and long-term disorders in juvenile mild closed head injury.

Involvement of caveolin-1 in neurovascular unit remodeling after stroke: Effects on neovascularization and astrogliosis.
Camille Blochet, Lara Buscemi, Tifenn Clement Sabrina Gehri, Jerome Badaut and Lorenz Hirt, J Cereb Blood Flow Metab. 2018

Modulating the water channel AQP4 alters miRNA expression, astrocyte connectivity and water diffusion in the rodent brain.

The pericyte-glia interface at the blood-brain barrier.

TRANSFEAR: Translational study of the cerebral substrates involved in pathological fear recovery


4-Hz oscillations synchronize prefrontal-amygdala circuits during fear behavior.

WP6 – Mathematical simulation and modeling

**ARM: Automatic assesment of Radiofrequency ablation Margins**

Development of a fluid dynamic model for quantitative contrast–enhanced ultrasound imaging.
Baudouin Denis de Senneville, Anthony Novell, Chloé Arthuis, Vanda Mendes, Paul–Armand Dujardin, Frederic Patat, Ayache Bouakaz, Jean–Michel Escoffre, and Franck Perrotin, IEEE Transactions on Medical Imaging, Aug 2017

**BIGDATABRAIN: To develop a new generation of quantitative MRI analysis method to cope with the rise of BigData in neuroimaging**

Hett K, Ta V-T, Manjón J, Coupé P, Computerized Medical Imaging and Graphics, Oct 2018

**DEEPSTROKE: DEEP Learning for prediction of long–term motor impairment after STROKE**


Gait Change Is Associated with Cognitive Outcome after an Acute Ischemic Stroke.
Sharmila Sagnier, Pauline Renou, Stéphane Olindo, Sabrina Debruxelles, Mathilde Poli, François Rouanet, Fanny Munsch, Thomas Tourdias, and Igor Sibon, Frontiers in aging neuroscience, Nov 2017

Thalamic alterations remote to infarct appear as focal iron accumulation and impact clinical outcome.

**MOD: Mathematical modeling of the response to antiangiogenic drugs via medical imaging**

Computational Modelling of Metastasis Development in Renal Cell Carcinoma.
Etienne Baratchart, Sébastien Benzekry, Andreas Bikfalvi, Thierry Colin, Lindsay S. Cooley, Raphaël Pineau, Emeline Ribot, Olivier Saut, Wilfried Souleyreau, PLoS ONE Nov 2015

Patient–specific simulation of tumor growth, response to the treatment, and relapse of a lung metastasis: a clinical case.

Computational Trials: Unraveling Motility Phenotypes, Progression Patterns, and Treatment Options for Glioblastoma Multiforme.

Lefebvre G., Cornelis F., Cumsille P., Colin T., Poignard C., Saut O. Mathematical Medicine & Biology, Mar 2016
Precision of manual two-dimensional segmentations of lung and liver metastases and its impact on tumour response assessment using RECIST 1.1.

Pre-treatment magnetic resonance-based texture features as potential imaging biomarkers for predicting event free survival in anal cancer treated by chemoradiotherapy.

NEKOMRI: MRI sequence for bronchial wall segmentation and analysis

New methods for the geometrical analysis of tubular organs.
Grélard, F.; Baldacci, F.; Vialard, A.; and Domenger, J. Medical Image Analysis, Nov 2017
WP7 - Cohort Imaging Methodology

**ACTE: Ambulatory cognitive training in elderly: Relation with intrinsic brain functional connectivity**

- Compensatory recruitment of neural resources in chronic alcoholism.

- Neuroimaging and Alcoholism.
  Chanraud, S. and Bernard C. Annales Médico-Psychologiques 2015

- Brain structural investigation and hippocampal tractography in medication overuse headache: a native space analysis.
  M. Meyer, G. Di Scala, M. Edde, B. Dilharreguy, F. Radat, M. Allard and S. Chanraud, Behavioral and Brain Functions, Apr 2017

**ADPP: Brain Topology of AD presymptomatic phase**

- Activity/rest cycle and disturbances of structural backbone of cerebral networks in aging.
  Marion Baillet, Bixente Dilharreguy, Karine Pérès, Jean-François Dartigues, Willy Mayo, Gwenaëlle Catheline, Neuroimage, Sept 2016

- Age-Related Modifications of Diffusion Tensor Imaging Parameters and White Matter Hyperintensities as Inter-Dependent Processes.
  Amandine Pelletier, Olivier Periot, Bixente Dilharreguy, Bassem Hiba, Martine Bordessoules, Sandra Chanraud, Karine Pérès, Hélène Amieva, Jean-François Dartigues, Michèle Allard and Gwénaëlle Catheline, Frontiers in Aging Neurosciences, Jan 2016

- Patterns of brain atrophy associated with episodic memory and semantic fluency decline in aging.
  Amandine Pelletier, Charlotte Bernard, Bixente Dilharreguy, Catherine Helmer, Melanie Le Goff, Sandra Chanraud, Jean-François Dartigues, Michèle Allard, Hélène Amieva, Catheline Gwénaëlle, Aging, May 2017

**COBRASCAN: Quantitative CT and COBRA cohort for study of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease**

- Quiet Submillimeter MR Imaging of the Lung Is Feasible with a PETRA Sequence at 1.5 T1.
  Gaël Dournes, David Grodzki, Julie Macey, Pierre-Olivier Girodet, Michaël Fayon, Jean-François Chateil, Michel Montaudon, Patrick Berger, François Laurent, Radiology, Jul 2015

- Lung morphology assessment of cystic fibrosis using MRI with ultra-short echo time at submillimeter spatial resolution.
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